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‘This book is a huge pleasure because it reveals the man and revels in his energy 
and wit. It is also a delight because it is so authoritative, written by the two people 
who know Walter Segal’s life, personality and work better than anyone.’ 
Kevin McCloud, Designer, writer and presenter of Channel 4’s Grand Designs

In this fascinating study of Walter Segal (1907–85), John McKean tells the story of 
the architect’s life, describing his extraordinary youth, education, influences and 
early architectural career in Berlin, before moving on to a sensitive exploration of his 
thoughts, writings and unique approach to architectural practice – and, specifically, 
to everyday housing. The book details Segal’s work in Switzerland, Mallorca and 
Egypt and his post-war building career in England, revealing the independent spirit 
that set him apart from his contemporaries, as well as from his past heroes.  

Taking in such topics as European Modernism, DADA, Berlin in the 1920s, urban 
planning, and independent architectural practice, the book looks at concepts of 
housing through the eyes of this most curious of architects. It details his quest 
to design the best dwellings for 20th-century towns and his concern for the 
empowerment of ordinary citizens.

Alice Grahame follows with an exploration of the enduring impact of Segal’s 
timberframing method, looking at how this has led to the possibility of making, and 
then living within, communities where houses are constructed with a flexible, easily 
assembled and planet-friendly building system.

AUTHORS 
 
John McKean wrote the first monograph on his friend Walter Segal over 30 years 
ago. He was Professor of Architecture at the University of Brighton for 11 years. 
John has taught architecture in London and Europe, is the author of various prize-
winning books on architectural history, and was also a director of Cognoscenti 
Travel, leading its European cultural history tours. He currently exhibits paintings 
and photography in Italy and England.

Alice Grahame has written about Walter Segal in The Guardian and architecture and 
design magazines. In 2016 she curated an exhibition about Segal called Walters Way: 
the Self-build Revolution at the Architectural Association Gallery in London. The 
following year she co-authored Walters Way and Segal Close: The Architect Walter 
Segal and London’s Self-build Community, with photographer Taran Wilkhu.
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